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Mythi - Alien from Andromeda
Since the beginning of 2013, I have done some research of Mythi materials and decided to create a new link, specially for this material, which I copied from his videos. Some people will find, that there is a lot of repetition from Alex Collier's material, but there are also some new things, which are helpful. After the statement about the desire to have the Moon for "many millenia" ("because the Moon will be around for many millenia, we hope!" - in video 4), I feel, that we need to be selective about some of the views of Mythi from Andromeda in 2010: they were obviously of not a High Level of Consciousness! Another race from Andromeda told us through Alex Collier in 1995, that the End of the 3rd physical Level of this Old Universe would happen in December 2013 (and the signs are everywhere)! It means there will be no physical Moon after that, unless it is moved to the New, Young Universe, which is taking over from the Old one! Or the Moon will become non-physical and stay on 4th non-physical Level for some time? I am not obsessed with the Moon, like them, and find more important things to think about.

Some of their information can be useful, though most of technical stuff is a bit confusing: all electronics/technology belong to the physical, 3rd Level, not 5th Level; electronics will have a short life, but we are moving higher, where we use our natural abilities to create without technology! The idea of Mixing of our Energies with the Energies of all other Beings in our Galaxy and in all our Universe is not new (we have been doing it all the time) and Mixing of Energies needs to be promoted even further. First step is to mix with our neighbouring Community Galactica of Andromeda and raise their Level of Consciousness, because it is a bit too low!

Time of Transition for Planet Earth, A Time of Planet wide Earth Changes
www.andromedacouncil.com
The official beginning of the infusion of 4D, fourth dimensional, energy, will begin to affect Earth's Solar System on 11.11.11 as it begins to encounter energy from the Galactic equatorial plane region - as a Universe & Galactic wide harmonic frequency will open and affect this whole area of space. Whether people call this phenomenon a Stargate or Portal this area of faster higher fourth dimensional energy is real. This historic date of 11.11.11 begins the infusion of 4D dimensional energy onto your Planet. It will affect Earth & its people in a positive, uplifting way like never before experienced in your planet's history.

2012 – 2013
The saturation of this higher frequency vibration will continue from the end of 2011, through all of 2012, reaching full strength during the time of December 21, 2012 - which will bring a completely new, even higher level frequency vibration - such that the experience & measurement of time as the people of Earth have known it... will begin to go away. It will continue to go away and perpetually diminish throughout all of 2013."

Below you will find some interesting Thoughts (highlights) from Mythi's Videos, there are quite a few of them:
Question: When the Earth will actually go through this Transformation?
The Planet will officially go to the New Age at 21.12.2012 at 11:11am (Time of what country?), as widely reported during the Zero - Alignment with the Centre of the Galaxy. Many commented, that the Alignment is only the View of Earth, that has no greater importance, when viewed from the
outside, but do not forget, that a line has 2 points and that means in terms of the Galaxy's Centre, it will be changing the Line, that divides the two Hemispheres of the Magnetic Spin of the Galaxy, completely reversing the Flow of Forces, that interacting with the Planet. The biggest Changes will start happening in 2011 and will actually finish the course of 2013. This is a Cyclical Change and expected. Nothing can stop it. This does not mean, that everything will fall apart, however, we will have the help of Beings, interested in the welfare of the Galaxy as a whole."

"An elite of your governments made an agreement (which will not be long-lasting) with the reptilians. This breed comes from Galaxy, that you call NGC300. They intend to use the Earth together with humans. An elite group of humans would be responsible for master (plan?) and maintain full control over all citizens (humans remnants). But there is no room for the two civilizations on the Planet, vast majority of humans would have to be considered disposable and eliminated according to their plans. Your current governments have been preparing for this for 20 years."

"We are from Andromeda Galaxy, it is 2,9 million light years away from the Milky Way, as you call your Galaxy. We are very interested in Milky Way Galaxy, as we are going to unite to be one big Galaxy in the near Future."

"Question: In other Planets there are different ethnic groups?
-Yes, all inhabited Planets usually have two or more frequency doors open, allowing a range of different ethnicities to live together in a single environment. Naturally, the most developed Ethnic Groups are there to help others to develop. Just to illustrate, a very specific ethnic group are the Dawn (Dawn Syndrome), you may notice, that they are born anywhere in the World and have exactly the same characteristics regardless of the ethnicity of the family, that has them. They belong to a race of humanoids from a Planet in harmonious development by having only one "Door" of frequency. They come systematically, develop individuals here on Earth and other Planets, so that, when they return to their home-Planet and become teachers and professors to those, who had not the same opportunity for development. Here on Earth we have 5 frequencies, doors, now, in this New Age we'll only have two. You see, less doors means more harmonious environment for the development of the Planet, because the differences are much smaller and easier to administer. It will be a Golden Age!"

"Question: There are aliens living on Earth?
-Yes, not as permanent inhabitants of the Planet. There are two submarine stations in deep waters, that are home to many transport ships, and a station in Antarctica with a complete infrastructure to maintain a base Intergalactic or research, support and warehouse, where many ships from different Planets have a safe heaven and supplies, during their stay on Earth. Many ships with problems of storm damage did not fall into the hands of Earthlings, because they were rescued before by teams from Antarctic Base."

**Video 97 - December 18, 2012**

Friends, this is a short, but important message. Be prepared to rise your consciousness in these next days...be ready to understand all help, that you will have from outside friends. Community Galactica decides, that Pleiadians, Planet Taus will be used to counter-balance some effects. You will see it close to your Sun and will be able to verify all the Changes, happening in all Planets of your Solar System. Their geomagnetic friends will be summarily (speedily performed) reversed after passing through the Hemisphere Plane of the Galaxy. Some of them already shifted, because their orbits already crossed the Plane. The Earth will shift too, but the effects will be minimized to avoid great depopulation. More and more you will realize the great number of ships, that are already circling the Planet. Do not be afraid, everything will work out according to the Universal Development Plans. The System Nibiru will pass by the Solar System in a high velocity, much further from Earth, and its function will be to adjust the Planets' Orbits like previously planned for this Solar System. The next December 21 will not be the End of this Planet, but will be the
beginning of the natural selection, that will make the Planet a colony level 1. Do not confuse "End Times" with destruction...there is no destruction, there is rather a large restructuring. Nothing in the Universe is destroyed, everything is restructured to allow for the continued development of a Whole Set. The same behaviour applies to the physical bodies of humanoid of the third dimension. At each level, that a society conquest, some genetic changes happen to provide greater brain activation. It's like your computers, that become obsolete with each new technology applied to new models. There comes a time, that nothing else works satisfactorily to that specific environment, unless you migrate to the new technology and discard the old and obsolete. I do have much more to say to you right now, but I believe you are well prepared with all the information, that we had the opportunity to exchange these two years. All that eventually, been called to cooperate in these times of restructuring, will know for sure, that they are being called and contacted. When I mention these times of restructuring, are the times, that will extend over the next two years, so many of you will be involved throughout this period, that will start soon after December 21. Those, who could not understand our messages and guidelines, will have time to reflect during the Changes and Events of these new times, and may reach right conclusions on their own. The time of the old class system is coming to an end, only those, who are already well prepared, will be able to recognize the new teachers and move on. These are historic times, do everything possible to deserve to be participating in this new Era with good will and solidarity with your equals and with your Planet. And be assured, that this behaviour is not a virtue, but a duly expected of Beings, that are already to be started in this new Reality of Light and Knowledge. I wish, that the Light and the Force be with you all. Thanks for watching, join our Channel! Be sure, that you are welcome there! Captain Bill - December, 2012

Video 96 - December 4, 2012
Friends, I am CB (Captain Bill) was travelling and could only post this video today. These interview was conducted of December 4 (8), 2012. Answers of an alien from Andromeda.
Friends, as I promised, here is an update on the Planet. Many dozens of scientists of your Planet are being transferred to new laboratories on Mars in the two cities, that are in full activity there. There are laboratories of all segments already installed properly. After the shutdown of the space program here, all personel, connected to your NASA already been transferred. Your elites want everything to be developed there to have to pass the security of CG (Community Galactica) here on the Planet Earth. Virtually all the World's gold reserves have been transferred there as well, with the exception of the China and Russia. Your whole economy is turning around papers, without ballast, because the resevaritions, that guaranteed are no longer here. Many of your great art collections in libraries and museums and in your "Vatican" have also been transferred. Everything, that exists today, exposed to the public eye, is false.

The Planet is being emptied for quite some time, and now this exodus (departure of humans) resources is coming to an end on the agenda of your elites. The process of "cleanup" population of the Planet just has not started yet due to the fact, that CG have interfered more, than they expected in natural processes. It's like a bunch of sabotage, piecing the hull of the ship, and exiting in a single lifeboat, leaving all to sink without any help. But, as I mentioned earlier, this colony will survive and prosper, because many friends are here to ensure, that happens. The Planet will continue spinning, but a lot will change over the Planet, that you know today. The Planet is expected to grow by 5 percentage points in diameter and adjust your new vibration in a step up from the current. The continents will readjust and the Planet will go through a process of self cleanup, eliminating all waste, generated by your wrong technologies, and will be deployed (spread out) in the Future Portal, where all hazardous materials, generated by new processes, will be automatically sent off the Planet. The oil reserves, deposited on the Planet, to be used in this stage of development, that is ending, is no longer necessary and will disappear, absorbed by the new restructuring. You will see many things differently, than usual, as I mentioned many months ago, new animals, new insects,
new microorganisms changing the color of your waters, new behaviour of the atmosphere. Many others will extinguish off the Planet for not being more compatible with the new reality of level 1. All this is close and already happening, it will be a great challenge for societies to function remaining restructuring and social development now with new technologies, much more advanced, than the current, of this former stage. Captain Bill is very well informed about everything at this time, but he is now following our rules of conduct, until there is a full openness contact, authorized by CG. Many of you, holding key positions, will ease their consciences, putting you, partially aware of the facts, and putting their careers at risk. Believe these messages, because they have information about what is actually expected for these times. The time trigger of the Change of frequency is coming, I am sure, that all, who are consciously attuned to this Process, will feel differences in their levels of perception. From the next day 20 the frequency of the Planet already getting close to the Apex of the New Level. From there, the Planet will no longer be considered a reformatory. I, as an observer, I feel proud to be witnessing such a Planetary Change for the first time "personally" in my approximate 150 years. The system Nibiru was diverted to a route of lesser effect, but the random debrises, that accompanied it, are on the old route. This month Earth will suffer a bomber of such debris, but the fleet of Pleiadians should interfere with any threat of mass extinction. 890 ships of various cultures are on standby to support the decisions, that the CG (Community Galactica) may have to take. The volcanic and tectonic activity must be controlled to a certain level, but the Planet needs restructuring to your natural next step, and so far that cannot, nor should be avoided. The regional Councils on the Planet should take all reasonable initiatives, regionally directly supervised by CG. After this exchange of frequency, life will continue, but subject to new challenges, that will be overcome with the help of all, who were willing to voluntarily assist this mission. Wary of any false flag adopted by your governments, seek to act, moved by your consciences and your insight. The societies will require time to realign to the new circumstances, but in a few laps around the Sun everything will be seated properly. Any relevant news will be given to you next week. Stay calm and confident, because the Planet will be cleaned and restructured during this period with the cooperation of all, well intentioned. A "sieve" natural will pass by the Planet in terms of population; it's no use to hold in any way not to go through this "sieve" (your wave). It will be a process of natural selection, that can be fast or slow, depending only on the way, that the nature of the Planet will behave. May the strength and peace be with you. Thanks for watching!

**Video 95 - November 25, 2012**

Hi friends, we stood outside for a while, but working for your Planet. A Planet very similar to this, located in a Solar System of third magnitude in the opposite quadrant of your Galaxy is undergoing a very similar problem. By having almost the same age of formation and relative position, it is experiencing a Reversal of Axis and much volcanism in tectonic regions. Large ocean masses are moving there, and our crew did a very complex geological survey jointly with scientists Arcturians. This Planet (name sounds "Zyrch" in English) is populated by a humanoid race of origin Dolphin, level 1. Nice people. Community Galactica is with the surveys and are verifying the applicability of adaptable solutions to the Planet Earth. Your governments are postponing measures to reduce population awaiting a position of "Community Galactica", regarding this emment containment of natural disasters. If the decision of the CG the intervention is your governments know: they will have no more territorial control, but your elites are trying to keep track of future planning, as they own all the mineral depositories, the most fertile land for planting seeds, reserves, processing industries, etc., elites have plans to continue ruling over populations. (not here, maybe on other physical Planets in this Old Universe, which still exist, but not for long, or maybe in another, New Universe? LM).

Your elites are underestimating the intelligence of the board of CG, but that is the big mistake of them, and that will lead to its complete neutralization. The alignment is close, the effects of high
energy channeling through the tunnel with the gravitational centre of your Galaxy. What will happen, when the lowest level of protection of the Planet's magnetic field, if the CG resolve to act, can be minimized only to the level of "surface"? Understand, that the Planet will restructure itself naturally to its next phase, and all that can be done is to protect certain regions, populated by force fields, that can act as shields in various ways, like the "Operating bases", that exist on the Planet, which were protected for thousands of years. During this channeling of Energy in the Galactic Hemispher, you can see your Sun "blink", or raising and lowering the brightness due to kinks (tight curls, tight twists in the line), caused by gravitational tunnel, interacting with the gravitational fields of all Solar Systems and causing refractions of light (angled reflection). You shall hear strange noises, caused by the arrival of large ships with fields of invisibility, on which will be preparing containment apparatus in certain regions. When you feel these low frequencies, look at the sky and try to see changes in clouds or distortion of sight, the ships will be there. The Earth will not change its constitution 'physical', chemical. Only the vibrational frequency of the fields of the Planet will be reset. The field of insulation, you call Van Allen, will fade and this new vibrational frequency will be detected by all, who access this Quadrant of the Galaxy, like a bell ringing in much higher tone, just like a lighthouse, emitting a signal, that this Planet is sovereign and there is here a civilization level 1, likely to be contacted via the Community Galactica. The lunar bases are very active, as will cause problems this time. This video, that CB showed me, shows spacecrafts leaving the base Sirius, which is one of 22 bases, have returned to normal operations. Your Moon has huge bases below the surface. When your government exploded a nuclear missile on the lunar surface, caused great destruction in a base Camelopardalis. The Moon has tunnels, that connect one side to the other by passing through the core, and three mining bases Camelopardalis are interconnected by these tunnels. Reiterating again, your Moon is not hollow. As the system Nibiru, the Krulians have it under control and the consequences will be minimized. You will have news of it through your own government soon.

The Planet Pleiadeans Taus, still orbiting very close to the Sun to avoid gravitational disturbances to other Planets, but should be allocated to a fixed orbit, till the Solar System has stabilized completely. I know, many of you are daring and fearful about these changes, however, try to stay as peaceful, as possible and increase your level of Awareness. If something happens or not, is what was written to happen to this colony, since the beginning of time, one should follow the immutable (ageless, not changing) and adapt to new situations, created for continued development. Any providence of food, water and utensils for survival for a few more days or months without help, for those, who can afford these costs, may minimize or not the designs of destiny, so if you cannot leave your region, please wait and try to help others, less aware, than you. I cannot give early forecasts for each region of this Planet, but be assured, that all possible steps are being taken to ensure, that this colony is victoriously rising to the level 1 of Intergalactic Relationship. Well, now retured here and we should be very active, but either way, keep the most relevant information coming to you. Thanks for watching!

Video 94 - ANSWERS OF AN ALIEN FROM ANDROMEDA - Nibiru and Events 7 November 2012

We have information... the "dwarf Star" in the centre, will be a dark spot most of the time for issuing protons and partially block the sunlight spectrum. Krulians shuttles will be monitoring the system to prevent a catastrophe of proportions of mass extinction and to protect your Moon. Your governments know perfectly everything, that is happening, and will use this information to manipulate the masses by the end of the implementation of pre-set agendas. Navies of three of your governments settled large quantities like hundreds of tons of conventional explosives (not atomic) in some kind of large metallic cilinders, at a venue of your Pacific oceen, perhaps they are planning a false impact of "asteroid" to meet the original schedule. The Community Galactica has not yet manifested on the subject of direct intervention, therefore thy ruling elites may be trying to advance
the final steps of the agenda. All these operations were accompanied by the Arcturians and reports have been passed to the council. Solar emissions were released by Krulians under the command of CG, and large emissions may happen in response to gravitational imbalance, caused by Nibiru system in close pass to Earth. The geomagnetic field of the Planet is very weak, and will be of little protection during the passage of Galatic Hemisphere, that is ongoing end. Along with the changes in the magnetic field, you will have a drastic decrease in the Radiation Belt, you call Van Allen. This Force Field will decrease gradually to dissipate completely in direct proportion to the change in frequency of the Planet for level 1. Your governments have this information and are monitoring the dissipation of the Force Field with the probes-twins, who launched months ago for this purpose. The main purpose of the Energy Belt was to let nothing would leave the Planet, but also kept a barrier to certain cosmic Energies and certain wavelengths. With this dissipation, the climate will undergo Changes, that are necessary to balance the New Reality of the Planet. You will witness Changes in the atmosphere, climate and sometimes the colors of your sky. The atmospheric layers will adjust and lots of vapor condensation will occur in the higher layers to balance the lack of Radiation Belt. The Nature will self-adjust to this new Reality and sustain life on the Planet. In these next few years the Earth will no longer be a Planet, reformatory to be the New Home of the race of Earthlings, complete with a New Decor and a New physical appearance. Much will happen if there is no a direct intervention in the coming weeks, but you can be sure there will not be mass extinction. Be prepared for everything, that was homeopathically said to you, guys these many months of exchange information. Not much more to say about the events, since important variables are not set properly, to have a more detailed overall picture. About your election of regional leaders, that will not change anything in the schedule provided by the group, that controls your economy and your society. It will not make the slightest difference who is symbolically in charge during the execution of ongoing phase. Follow a few simple rules:

Avoid lengthy expose to the Sun, when there are major issues going on.
Avoid staying in large urban centers, where telecommunication, water, power is interrupted.
Avoid any sorting centers of our governments.
Avoid direct confrontation with armed personel of your governments.
Try to move away from regions, that begin to show signs of instability of any kind. Have an exit route, previously studied and drawn.
Keep a minimum of food and water to keep your family for days or months outside the major centers.
Do not lose hope; try to help those, who are aimless. Listen to the sky, we will be curculating, and we may contact you at any time. If we have your reference, you may be called by the name you gave us.
Do not ask for dates , live one day after the other and be perceptive enough to sense and feel the events. Understand, that if you were informed of all the details, you would not have now to show your real capacity of perception. It would be like taking a test, getting from another person all the answers in advance. Keep your perception on alert, you will be proud of that will get you realize alone. Stay in tune with the Planet, it will also help you, guys, expanding the mental capacity of all, who are directed to these changes. I'll be on a mission off Planet, but will return in a few days. CB asked for an emergency these answers and I was soon to meet him before leaving. As you say in your stories "May the force be with you".

Captain Bill November 2012

Video 93 - October 28 , 2012, Mythi - Alien from Andromeda

The Start:
"This series of videos is a summary of encounters with alien coming from a Planet in the Andromeda Galaxy. These meetings are a courtesy of moonexplorer.blog.com, blog that keeps close relationship with our channel. That first meeting happened without the listener noticing, that he was
an alien, during conversation he realized, that he was a person from outside this Planet. Let's start these series, where questions start being made with no technical content, only in outline. In the following meetings, the questions began to become more direct objective. Friends of our channel be welcome. Try to watch the videos in sequence, because the information sometimes is complementary.

**Answers of an alien from Andromeda - first Encounter - Video 1 - September 10, 2010.**

**Question:** the Planet Earth is undergoing a Transformation in the near Future?

-Yes, Earth is on the threshold of a Change of Era. All Planets with the possibility of colonization have defined their eras of development and Cyclical changes.

**Question:** What is the origin of humans from Earth, and when it really initiate?

-The Terran humanoid is the composite of various races of humanoids, that were transferred from other Planets, that was changed Era, allowing development on Earth, that was in the beginning of an Era ripe for colonization by humanoids. The Earth have many Cycles of humanoid experiences, since the cretaceous period, around 65 million years. There are many threads in the doctrinal folklore, that mentions these facts as exiles Chapel, descendants of Anunaquis, etc. In fact, all the different ethnic groups found today on Earth came from different places of the Universe to live and thrive in this Era, that is ending now, living on Planet Earth with the sole purpose of integration in a larger Community. Like the Earth, there are hundreds of millions of Planets, serving as cradle of civilizations of humanoids.

**Question:** Can the Earth human be transfered to some other Planet?

-Yes, each Planet has a specific Radiation in their state of development (ages), called by some as "Aura" to make it easier to understand. This Radiation Field allows humanoid to be tuned to the same frequency to be attracted to embody these Planets in the ethnic groups closer to their vibration. The historians are fascinated by the Maya, Aztecs, Sumerians, Vedas, and other civilizations, who have expressed an incredible knowledge of engineering, astronomy and mathematics, can be answered by that Principle. Races are humanoids, but their frequency does not agree with the Planet Earth anymore, they were transferred to a Planet, whose Resonance attracted them to reincarnate in other ethnic groups, which were more developed at that time. The descendents of those races, that are left on Earth are actually crossbreeds of the Original Race, that were not in the right frequency for that transfer at that time.

**Question:** What happened to the animals, that became extinct on the Planet at this Age?

-During the various Eras of the Earth, many types of animals have been taken by their respective frequencies to be reborn in other environments. The most recent example of how dinosaurs were not wiped out by widespread cataclysm as they purport to scientists. There were millions of giant reptiles on the Planet and vast majority was literally taken away by "Galactic pastors" , such as shepards, grazing their flocks, exchange them on Planet Earth. Explaining the irrational: animals are collective ethnic groups, do not have its own identity as an individual. They need to be supervised and transferred from place to place, consistent with the vibrational reality of their ethnicities. The dinosaurs are still alive and active on other Planets, that are in conducive to their survival. Why the archeologists found so few fossil-specimens, if there were millions of them walking around here? Should we not find dinosaur bones everywhere with ease? This owes to the fact, that those few found in the excavations had died of natural causes before the mass transfer, that happened in the last passage Cycle on Earth, and were buried here as evidence, that they were populating the World in previous Eras. Also in relation to animals, some are gone, but others start to adopt the Planet as conducive to their ethnicity and still will be known many new breeds of animals on Earth. Routinely you have news of new species, appearing for the first time in scientif circles.

**Question:** Who takes account of such transfers and colonization?

-There are many such communities, thousands of years ahead of Earth in technology and development. You could imagine, how will be the technology 1000 years from now? (Here is
another mistake: our Old Universe is ending its life soon and there will be no 1000 years of technology in this Universe, but maybe in another, New one? LM). These Galactic communities are aimed at harmonization. You have heard, that for a home to be tidied, everything has to be in place? If you put the stove in the room and bed in the kitchen, there will be a mess, that creates general discomfort. In a Nebula, Galaxy or Planet it works the same way: the animals, who are not smart, must be transferred and managed by intelligent entities. Folk figures like elves and gnomes, known as agents of Nature, has a kernel of truth, because they might be aliens sighted, collecting plants, animals and minerals in the old days.

Question: Aliens visit us often, why? They are interested in us or what?

- Look, the Earth is visited and monitored since well before the transfer of the first humanoid here. When mammals inferior races and the primates were able to adapt to new conditions on Earth, humanoids with intelligence and individuality were brought in to colonize the Planet. This was possible only when the particular condition of the Planet provides the colonization of this type. There is no "missing link", that scientists are looking for, because there was no link between apes and Homo-Sapiens. When the Planet was at the time of colonization, many ethnicities were automatically transferred by their vibrational frequencies for the regions of the Planet, that most resembled their habitat, their Planets of Origin.

Question: How do these aliens can travel such vast distances for their research and operations so easily?

Well, one thing I can tell you, they don't use the rocket technology, as on Earth. The transport ships are transferred from one point to another in the Nebula, through tunnel, Portals in Time. To explain this technology in a nutshell: imagine, that you have a straw from one point to another, very far, if I had to go through it, would be thousands of light years away (in time), but you could bend the tube, and touch the two ends, you take a step back and be where I wanted, in a snap. This is an old technology, that enables the transfer of material without having to go through millions of light years away from dark matter, there is no relationship between Time and Space, so it is an item, that can be eliminated as a common denominator. These Portals were transferred by civilizations thousands of years ago, an advanced transportation technologically for many specific Points of the Nebula, forming a Network of communication and travel for the movement of Intergalactic spaceships of all the Planets in a Great Community. They are used for search, collection of key materials, that are not found in their Home Planets, and shipments of all operations and settlements. These Portals are not in Open Space, like Black Holes or Wormholes (the Portals are also in Fabric of Time around Earth! LM): the scientists are still with their incomplete and inconsistent theories. The Portals are actually a very old technology, in terms of time, tens of billions of Earth years. A Portal is physically transferred to a particular celestial body at exact Coordinates and sent through a transfer system, which works with the integration of Space-Time and relative position with great accuracy. Having justified, sent to the site and properly activated, the unit can be used. The installation of Gates transport, governed by a perfect administration of the Community, responsible for the Galaxy in question. In the case of our Solar System, a Portal is installed on the Dark Side of the Moon - the Earth Satellite. It is an intergalactic Gateway with high capacity and is the only one (of that kind) in this Solar System. This site was chosen specifically, because the Moon always keeps a hidden side to observers on Earth, allowing free movement of spaceships. Of course, with the new Satellites, that currently do exploratory survey of its surface has already confirmed the existence of several bases, aliens, old spaceships, both on the Dark Side, as well as on the lighted Side of the Moon. After passing through the Portal, the ship is allowed to continue to their destination to fulfill the mission, conferred upon it by its administration. From there the craft is using its own propulsion system, that works by generating Plasmic Beams of magnetic single Polarity, interacting with magnetic forces inherent to the Planets to move at great speeds. An onboard computer handles with incredible speed the Beams, holding automatic navigation to a course through the mind control by the contact of the hands of the browser with the control panel or mentally. The energy for the
generator is provided by a fuel element, that we call "anticarbono", developed in some dark areas of the Galaxies in production units on Planets in its silhouette. The Generator works with directional Beam cannons magnetic unipolar made from metal zero resistance to electrons, allowing an extraordinary power. This metal exist in abundance in some Planets and there is on Earth, originated from an asteroid, millions of tons, that crashed long ago, when the Planet has not enjoyed the protection of the current atmosphere, but only exist on the site of the crash, that today is covered by a layer of almost 1 km of ice in Antarctica.

Question: Is it true, that NASA and Russia already have appropriated many of these ships? Why they have not copied the alien technology with re-engineering?

-Yes, Earth scientists have several ships, that had accidents at different times, trying to copy and understand. These ships were hurt by instability of the Planet Earth. Explaining, the Planets, of which these ships originate, are fully climate-controlled, are true heavens in respect to harmony between the Planet and its inhabitants. Everything opens at the right time and in the right amount. When they visit a Planet, that is in Transition, as the Earth, totally uncontrolled, with Nature acting against aggression, that will suffer systematically by unbridled greed for unchecked development of humanoids from here, some pilots are caught by surprise. Magnetic storms, clouds with ice, lightnings and other factors led to several accidents. In any case scientists have not copied by the complete inability to do so. The control systems utilize a technology, known only by its scientists. The controls, computers and generators are manufactured with intelligent molecules (nano-technology), that is, that they can "feel" orders and commands, and are mentally programmed by their builders and designers. Don't have power buttons nor wiring, nor sockets, nor switches...impossible to copy or understand. The metallic molecules also have "intelligence", are produced with the guideline and if you fold a simple flat plate, it will return to its original state, as if it had never been folded, unless it is programmed to take on a new design. If you drill: it self-regenerates. Technologies are far ahead and are beyond the reach of humanoids on Earth at this point.

Andromeda, First encounter, Video 2, 12 September, 2010

Question: How many types of aliens have visited us and why?

-Some 58 different ethnic groups had been or are nowadays visiting the Planet systematically. The reasons are diverse, some searching for life forms in the fauna and flora, others more specialized in mineral research, others noting their ancestors long ago, brought to the Planet during the colonization, and others just doing tourism "green". None of them has a licence for direct communication, because there is no reason for this. Direct contacts have been purely accidentals. One of these races opposing the guidelines, interacts with some governments of some nations in order to "participate" in the exploration of the Planet, when the New Reality starts. They are not a breed well regarded by the Community Galactica. Actually, there is a huge movement of spaceships in the vicinity of Earth, looking for the changing of the Planet, that is being awaited by many of those, who made experiences here. The Earth is to change the appearance, magnetism and frequency. This New Aura is an important step in promoting the Planet to a Higher Level of habitat. Already there are detailed studies on the relocation of humanoids, that will be transfered from here to keep two other Planets, that are tuned to receive their frequencies, ethnic and personal. The animals will also be relocated, that is nothing really disappears. Roughly, its how you redecorate your home and the old decor serves very well to another place.

Question: How will be the Transition to this New Age?

This New Age should start with Nature taking the initiative to rhythmically filter the inhabitants, who remain or be reincarnated in this New context during the first centuries, reducing the Planet's population gradually, but there political leaders, who decided to take these initiatives into their own hands and they will do the role, described in the "Apocalypse". Its purpose is to get ahead in defining, who will control the Planet continuing (under their rule) to populate the New Planet was
making plans to deploy a New World Order”. The strange message from the rocks of Georgia ("Georgia Guidestones") seem to confess a plan to decrease rapidly and dramatically the World's population to transform the Planet in their private Paradise. Their Goal is to reduce to 10% the current population. Amazingly, it is the number, that is very close to that, which should be achieved for the next generation of the Planet in the next centuary, but in a natural and gradual selection in this process (there will be no "next centuary" in this Universe! LM). The reminder of the current population will be relocated. You see, 10% are the ones, that are compatible with the future new frequency of the Planet at the moment, therefore, will be an automatic and irreversible. It may happen, that this percentage reaches 10%, if in this final period there is a large frequency migration rate among the inhabitants of the Planet. As an example, the remote control of your garage only opens your door, it does not open the next door. You can only enter the door you opened with your own remote control, because it is tuned to the right frequency to open it. In Universal Developing, you are the Key, that opens the Door, where you can go in. (Yes, We are the Key for the whole Universe to get Home, LM).

Question: The leaders sited the rich countries are building bunkers, shelters, stockpiling grain, fuel, arms and everything necessary to maintain control of the Planet in the New Beginning (on 4th Level Earth, LM), to survive and keep on the power. This will take effect? They will return to power in the New Age?

-This is an illusion of their "new world order". Initially they may survive, but these measures do not ensure their power of leadership or control the New Age. The agents sent in to target the 10%, that will be on the correct frequency range, will simply ignore any attempt to control by these remnants of the process of purging. They will be isolated and left to their own devices. May even be offered to them the opportunity to transfer to his rightful place, which certainly will not be on this Planet.

Question: How will it be from the Change?

-From there, there are no more sects and religions as known today, there are no borders, there are no disputes, the spoken and written language is one, sustainable development will be adequate to the potential of the Planet, the humanoid of Earth as a New Race, will have direct contact with many other communities. It will then develop a system of controlled studies and technology transfer by allowing the full development of the Planet, as an effective Community Galactic Member, thereby increasing the Balance of Universal Force.

Question - Have been mentioned two Planets, that will receive Earthlings, not will be living here anymore, what are they?

-They are distant and out of your Solar System, but that's not important. One of them (Planet 1), is at a stage very similar to Earth after dinosaurs in early stage of colonization. The other, (Planet 2), is at a stage equivalent to the period the average age of the Earth,ready to begin the development of technology. Approximately 40% of Earthlings, who will not stay on the New Earth, will be allocated on a Planet 1, and the remaining 60 % - to the Planet 2, in its own range of vibration frequency or automatically. When ancient prophets mentioned "the separation of wheat from the chaff" in a simplistic language, it was exactly this process, which does not even try to escape, because it is fully bound by the vibrational frequency of each individual and personal Aura.

Question: All the Planets have some kind of Life?

The Planets with living conditions, even though extreme, have adequate specimens, living in them, but there are billions of Planets totally uninhabited, serving as a source of essential mineral exploration, deposits of inorganic waiste, relay stations, remote observatories, etc. Everything is perfectly coordinated and supervised by the Community Galactica.

Question: When the Earth will actually go through this Transformation?

The Planet will officially go to the New Age at 21.12.2012 at 11:11am (Time of what country?), as widely reported during the Zero - Alignment with the Centre of the Galaxy. Many commented, that the Alignment is only the View of Earth, that has no greater importance, when viewed from the outside, but do not forget, that a line has 2 points and that means in terms of the Galaxy's Centre, it
will be changing the Line, that divides the two Hemispheres of the Magnetic Spin of the Galaxy, completely reversing the Flow of Forces, that interacting with the Planet. The biggest Changes will start happening in 2011 and will actually finish the course of 2013. This is a Cyclical Change and expected. Nothing can stop it. This does not mean, that everything will fall apart, however, we will have the help of Beings, interested in the welfare of the Galaxy as a whole. Religions would've been very good and perfect, if not for the subjugating fanatic, political, religious/economical existent in most ethnic groups. All religions disclose practically the same principle, kindness and friendship for spiritual Growth and this is real fact in Universal terms. What remains is to emphasize, that people should socialize the "differences", learn to develop the good things in all cultures and ethnicities, all helping to achieve the development goals of humanoids with intelligence and integrated with the reality of the Planet they inhabit. This will inevitably happen in this New Era we will be looking. Let your conscience be your religion, put yourself in place above you, from afar and see the difference between right and wrong in your conduct. Adopt an individual behaviour, with which you really feel at peace with yourself and feel the differences. You are on your way. One of the best citations is still the "separation of wheat from the chaff. The "Chaff" is the name, given to the weeds and wheat seed, that norishes life. Separating the wheat from the chaff will be automatic, there will be noone to consult a book to tell who is what. The frequency of vibration of each one will take you directly to the "Door", that you meet, there is a frequency Band for each one, some will be in the lower part of the Band and others in the highest, but all will go to the same "Door". Those, who are in the Highest track of the Band, will be responsible for development of which will be lower, when in place for their New Settlement. Everything is very well done: no errors, excesses or favoritism. Question: How many of us may have passed through the same door several times without realizing it? Only real change in the frequency range may cause an individual to go through another door (into Parallel worlds of other Universes. LM). Question: In other Planets there are different ethnic groups? -Yes, all inhabited Planets usually have two or more frequency doors open, allowing a range of different ethnicities to live together in a single environment. Naturally, the most developed Ethnic Groups are there to help others to develop. Just to illustrate, a very specific ethnic group are the Dawn (Dawn Syndrome), you may notice, that they are born anywhere in the World and have exactly the same characteristics regardless of the ethnicity of the family, that has them. They belong to a race of humanoids from a Planet in harmonious development by having only one "Door" of frequency. They come systematically, develop individuals here on Earth and other Planets, so that, when they return to their home-Planet and become teachers and professors to those, who had not the same opportunity for development. Here on Earth we have 5 frequencies, doors, now, in this New Age we'll only have two. You see, less doors means more harmonious environment for the development of the Planet, because the differences are much smaller and easier to administer. It will be a Golden Age! Question: I hope you do not feel embarrassed to be talking to an almost complete ignoramus, who will ask questions, that you may consider inappropriate or mushy. I want to be more specific. -You can ask what you desire. Question: We find Beings just like us, living on other Planets in the Universe? -Clear and obvious yes, Aryans, Saxon, Roman, Oriental, Indian, Indians, Blacks, etc. Question: Are ethnic groups, that came here at the time of the beginning of colonization, all from different corners of the Universe? What about the profile of the alien, known as a big head, big eyes, high, low, green, what are they? -As already mentioned: there are many races of humanoids in the Universe, some millions of years older, than the ethnic groups, known in recently colonized Earth. These humanoids are ancient ethnic groups, living on Planets, than any Earthling would swear to be the Promised Paradise. From generation to generation they have been changing and adapting their bodies to the reality of life on their Planets. There are lizards and frogs "green" in the Earth, the color does not mean
anything...Much depends on the Planet and the habits of that particular ethnicity humanoids. In Galactic Community there are over 400 different ethnic groups of humanoids, all living in complete harmony with their "differences".

Question: There are aliens living on Earth?
-Yes, not as permanent inhabitants of the Planet. There are two submarine stations in deep waters, that are home to many transport ships, and a station in Antarctica with a complete infrastructure to maintain a base Intergalactic or research, support and warehouse, where many ships from different Planets have a safe heaven and supplies, during their stay on Earth. Many ships with problems of storm damage did not fall into the hands of Earthlings, because they were rescued before by teams from Antarctic Base.

Question: Where are you living? In some human house in town? -No, I am assigned to our ship. When I want to be taken, they carry me back.

Question: Through teleportation? -Yes, very simple and fast.

Question: So explain to me why some of the captured aliens from the rugged spaceships were not rescued by this method? I personally witnessed the capture of an alien 30 years ago and he was not rescued!
-I will explain, each crew assigned to a ship has the digital signature of their physical bodies, stored at the beginning of mission in an onboard computer. He only teleport that exact signature. This prevents if other organisms may contaminate the ship, when we return. Neither the dust is transported. If a ship has an accident, these signatures of the crew are lost. There are data bases of all the crew, but without a trace of the original computer it is impossible to find and rescue the individuals, captured and removed to indoors. When we received a distress signal, the nearest ship attempts to rescue the crew, but when it crashes without a cry for help we do not have much to do.

Question: If you have a digital signature on the computer, could you duplicate any of the crew, using the data base?
-Of course not. The computer only reads and interprets the data, to explain in easy way to understand. The digital signature has two states: one "green' and one "red". When I am transported, the signature is in the "red" mode, and when I come back it is in "green" mode. There is no way to copy my signature being on the "green" or "red" modes, because a state neutralizes the other. The data is really never available, cause the "green" encrypts the data to "red", then "red" can use the data and vice versa. When I leave that specific ship, my crew signature disappears. Understood the logic?

Question: How can you talk to me in my language? Where did you learn?
-Well, that's an interesting point. The humanoid brain is an open frequency transmitter/receiver. When you think, you think in your own language. We have a brain system, that can use your own translator and return to the language, spoken in our brain, which in turn controls the vocal cords and tongue. Not all races can do this, some use an electronic device, that does exactly the same function. For them it is more difficult, when they are in a situation of captivity, because, literally, they have no way of communicating, not talking, much less writing. They simply stop eating to die. It's hard for us to write, because it is a mechanical process, to which I am not accustomed, but talk is no problem to me.

Question: How curious, I saw a film about the autopsy of a humanoid, with just over a foot tall, with the body, well proportional to the Earthlings, there is even a race like that, or is something actually false?
-Yes, they are races, we are in the Community Galactica, we have about 30 Galactic races of humanoids with this approximate size. Those people are very old, developed and intelligent, with excellent relationship with the other breeds. Two of these breeds have small colonies on Mars, in your Solar System. Question: Among the members of Community Galactica there are some carnivorous beings? I refer to, so called, reptilians. -Yes, there are so many races, who consume animal protein processed as you. They have many Planets in the early state of development with
many breeds of primitive animals for consumption. The reptillians are actually about 20 sub-
species. Coincidentally, the race, that I mentioned, being in contact with some of your governments,
is one of those. They are not bad, but take many wrong decisions by momentary interests. It is a
race, that has evolved to the point of being able to join the Galactic Community and from there gain
access to technologies, that did not have before, for Space Travel. They have caused problems
since.

Question: You could not stop them, if you wished?
-Look, we do not take the initiative to interfere, only manage the consequences, which are
communicated to the Community Galactica and they take an action, when an intervention is
imperative. Races are sovereign and the Earth is not yet part of the Community, therefore we cannot
even manage any intervention.
Question: We actually got there on our Moon, a great mothership, that was photographed by our
probes, and the ruins of cities of ancient civilizations. That there is some story or not?
-A long, long time ago there were settlements on the Moon of various races. The Earth has a
diversity of Life with large quantity of water, that only a few thousands of Planets in our Universe
have. Few Planets are in temperature zone, that is feasible great amount of free water in Nature.
Several races have fought for control of the Earth and in those ancient times there was no a
Community Galactica to impose any rules. The Community Galactica only existed for 11 millions
years, this is a very short period of time in terms of the Universe. The struggles for control of
Planets happened before. The Moon was the scene of several battles and there are many large
transport and small attack ships killed and facilities are in ruins on its surface. There are also huge
underground facilities on the Moon, some abandoned, but still in very good conditions and others
are in full operation. This is part of the Moon history. But in time you will know everything,
because the Moon will be around for many millenia, we hope!
Question: Let's move on to another, more mild curiosity I have, you guys, are making the Crop
Circles?
-The drawings in plantations are mostly gift, made by the tourist ships. Sometimes the ship becomes
invisible in vicinity to observe the human reaction to the catoons. They shoot and take souvenir.
Some pictures show the knowledge they have of the past of Planet Earth. Since the first tribes of
humans is done tourism on the Planet Earth. If you listen, there are designs with characteristics of
various cultures, that already existed here. Others are representative of their own regions of the
Universe or of their own cultures are left literally as gifts. Magnetic Beams are used to momentarily
increase the magnetic force of Gravity at ground level and therefore plans to "throw" by the weight
in the sense, that the Beams are going through. Nothing touches them, it's only magnetic effect.
Question: Do you believe we're already advanced enough to be part of Galactic Community?
-Not yet, well, some of you are very interesting, very smart, friendly, capable of absorbing high
technology with good intentions, but much of the Earth humans are still arrears and bellicose (war-
like in manner and temperament). From the New Era can begin some contacts to arrange you guys
as a community and finally move to live with.
Question: You have followed our explorations of out of Space, going to the Moon, probes to Mars
and other outer Solar Systems?
-Yes, you are crawling. You are fond of exploding devices, as they have done repeatedly on the
Moon, even though there is plenty of activity. That is disrespectful and your governments are
forbidden to build any kind of base there. With respect to Mars, your governments already know of
the existence of several cities, already took lots of pictures and film. Do you have a station in orbit
of Mars, that have been visited several times by officers Martians, but you also are forbidden even
to construct any kind of base on the surface. The civilization of Earth as it is today, is not welcome
on any celestial body, where there is activity of other races. From this New Earth Era at some point
this century, having joined the Community Galactica, the New Earth Community will be formed and will have full participation of activities outside the Planet.

Question: Is there any way to contact you to talk more regularly?
-There is no way to communicate, because our technologies are not compatible. Also I am not sure how long is the mission of our ship around here.

Question: What exactly are you doing here?
-We are monitoring local conditions and catalog information about human communities of the region, and recording seismic activity, observing the drilling of very unstable layer between 2,000 and 7,000 feet deep, that your government is doing in the presalt zone at ocean. If happens, the worst we have to analyze and communicate the consequences. As our ship is powered by magnetism, can travel in space, in atmosphere or underwater with the speed limits, which provides the means with or without external pressure.

Question: Speaking in god you believe in a creator god of the Universe?
-Well, the meaning of "god" is harmony, wellness, live in safe places and be totally at ease with life. If so I believe, since our goal in the Community Galactica is that, we check all that far from equilibrium, ie close to "god". (I personally dislike the word "god" and talks about it: it is the cover for those, who dominated us for so long - dragons. "God" has nothing to do with the Creators of our Universe! LM).

Question: Changing the subject, your medicine must be very developed, it is possible to cure diseases of humans on Earth with this equipment?
-Yes, if it's reprogrammed. Our systems of organic fitness we call them, are very advanced. With your own cells it can rebuild organs and tissues very quickly. Genetic research is also very advanced. We have signatures of all breeds, known by the Community Galactica. When a problem occurs, decontamination of any individual, who needs it, can be done in few minutes, (asked, if I could make an appointment and he smiled).

Question: I wish I had something to show people, that usually don't believe, what is written, if you understand me. Could you give me one more thing, that I can use to convince more people about anything we say?
 -I can not interfere directly, talking is a way to make others think without interfering physically. Words meant, that you could us understand well. Do not underestimate the word for when the student is ready the teacher appears. When a person reads, he/she thinks, when he/she thinks, it opens the Mind to reach their own conclusions. That's what defines "being ready". People may doubt the things we said and have some other reference on the subject. Matters discussed, generate conclusions and the time takes care of showing the correct events.

Question: We have news of spacecrafts, that are approaching the Earth to stand on the major cities in next month, coming from the Pleiades, is this true?
-We are from Andromeda Galaxy, it is 2,9 million light years away from the Milky Way, as you call your Galaxy. We are very interested in Milky Way Galaxy, as we are going to unite to be one big Galaxy in the near Future. Our Planet has not yet been cataloged by your scientists by the distance and the position. The Pleiades are very close to Earth, only 440 light years. There is a great civilization and the Principal there lives in the Planet you call Alderon. They are an excellent and advanced society and actually engaged in the survival of several colonization of hominoids, including the Earth. They can get here in a few hours inland, with a fleet. Some of their spacecraft are within the limits of your Solar System, and these days they are doing some operations, do not know if they will come here, only if they had any particular order to interfere with Earth now. But if they come here, they will stay quiet for some help in the process of purging. We'll all be here probably. After the Earth we have two more Planets moving from stage to assist.

Question: If any of our governments try to attack you or them, you think you/they might react?
-No chance, if you tried to attack anyone, it will have no effect. Not even your primitive atomic weapons. But this will not happen. Your governments have been advised by reptilians, that are
working with them in preparation for the Changes. An elite of your governments made an agreement (which will not be long-lasting) with the reptilians. This breed comes from Galaxy, that you call NGC300. They intend to use the Earth together with humans. An elite group of humans would be responsible for master (plan?) and maintain full control over all citizens (humans remnants). But there is no room for the two civilizations on the Planet, vast majority of humans would have to be considered disposable and eliminated according to their plans. Your current one have been preparing for this for 20 years. The reptilians are already trying to implement it for nearly 70 years without success. You see, they are not bad, but sometimes, they use unorthodox methods to get what they need. They are in trouble in some colonies, that are allocated in depleted Planets and have nowhere to be transferred. The Earth is extremely nice, ambient to them and they will do everything to come here. They are using the greedy leaders of your own civilization (or rather Parallel Personalities of these leaders, with low level of Consciousness, LM), to solve the problems with excess human on Planet. If you live in a just society, this would never happen.

Question: The Community Galactica will not do anything to prevent the extermination of humans?
- Look the reptilians and their partners human rulers expect natural disasters to eliminate much of humans, but if a genicide happen without control, our community will take appropriate action. The Pleiadians have had other frictions with the reptilians on other occasions. One aspect of my mission here is to monitor possible sabotage in vulnerable spots on the Planet in order to "cause" disaster, that might be considered natural.

Question: Easy Steve. A friend of mine wonder if you could not appear in an interview (filmed or not) to talk about all that, has told us, is there any chance?
- It's not for me to alert your population. I wish it were that easy, Steve. This can only happen, when we receive a legal authority to direct contact in very short time, your populations will be aware, that we are here, from Pleiades, Andromeda, or a Moon of Adebaran, which is close tp 72 light years away. All use the Portals of Transport Community Galactica. Regardless of the different distances, all arrived at about the same time, when we travel through the Portals of Transport. All these communities want to help. You know, the only thing I can do are our meetings sporadic, when I have some time to talk. Never know when they will call me back. I know, that you've noticed a small light flashing on my wrist, when I am leaving, because this is the signal to isolate myself and be teleported.

Question: Mike is another friend, asks if you could provide guidance to physicians to assist in researches of our ilnesses like AIDS, cancer and many others. I think this would be greatly welcomed by all humans on Earth.
- Mike, your ilnesses are the symptoms of the poisoning of your bodies by products, that you produce and consume yourself. The lust for profits means, that the industries of the Earth are using the means of production and conservation, that are not salubrious (favourable) for the human body in a long term. Other diseases were spread by your rulers consciously. Other sectors already have adequate treatment, but they are denied by their interest in chemical industries, worried in maintaining these diseases by commercial interests. You should address the sources of those problems and not the consequences. In the case of consequences, yes, our technology could eliminate completely, but still cannot interact with Earthlings. Soon it will be possible.

Question: Carlos, another friend, asks for me to ask, if there might be some sort of person exchange between our Planets for integration, in which Community Galactica and the criterion for being one of the chosen, IQ, health, age?
- Carlos, after the beginning of a relationship I believe it would be a good idea to some kind of exchange persons. Of course, it would require preparation of travellers both physically and psychologically, depending on the area of interest to the interchange. IQ would be important, but health and age would not interfere, because physical problems and restored cells we can solve in the event of your illness: we have no problems. Microorganisms pernicious attack your bodies, because our organic system of defence is still stimulated from outside to inside. Procedures exist to make
your immune systems to be proactive, it starts to predict in advance mutation of any possible aggressor in an attempt to cheat the system. Since then the system always win.

Question: Have you or any other crew member have eaten something here on the Planet? Fruit, Vegetables?

-Yes, some processed fruits of some fruits. You have many tasty things here. But one of my favorite things here is the Honey, made by bees. We analyzed it, it is a nutritious product and chemically fantastic. Remember those little beings (humanoids), you asked the other day? Well, they come here regularly from the colony on Mars to collect honey in your forests and from there to send to other colonies, that they have on other Planets. I am sure, you could not imagine, that your Honey is used across the Galaxy.

Question: Mythi, Raul, another friend, read about the Moon in our previous interviews, and would like to know what caused the Moon to stop its rotation, and show only one face to Earth all the time?

-Your Moon is one of the largest in proportion to the Planet. I know Moon never had rotation. It was formed with a piece of magma, from the Planet itself during a collision with a large asteroid, during the crust formation. All this material was in orbit of Earth, and it was bundled to form the Moon. The strength of Earth's gravity, attracted a lot of liquid iron ore to the side, facing the Planet, when it was grouped, making its core off centre. The Moon would not rotate, even if it wished, because it would always would stop in the same position, because of the off-center iron nucleus. (Other Andromedans, through Alex Collier, gave us another explanation of the history of the Moon. LM).

Question: Well, back to the "end of the world", if I die in that case, what can I expect next?

-Interesting question: you immediately become aware of dimension still within the Aura of your home Planet. There you will find organizations, that will instruct on further steps. It's like a big station, where you will stay, until your departure to new location improvement. There are the Portals of frequency for the local transfer, determined by your Era. All very nice and there is psychological help for those, who are having a disorder, caused by ignorance of the process. The Portals of the Planets are often administered by Blue Beings (nor do we really know its origin) are extremely old and live in the Auras of all the Planets, that support life. Their society is too advanced for our standards. You will see throughout your development by more developed, than a race is still always knowing little about the Universal context. Even being very advanced in relation to you, we're still crawling with respect to the Truths of the Universe. So do not worry, someone already worried about everything and you are only an integral part of something much larger. Remember, nothing in the Universe disappears, everything moves to another stage. My ship is now in the place called Tokelau, examining a submarine crack and then I'll have to go back there. Tomorrow we will pick up supplies at the base Antarctica, then we will be near the island Trinidad in the Atlantic were we'll meet another ship, that belong to our fleet, which is also on a mission. It is a beautiful Planet and we are recording every detail for a comparative atlas of the Changes, that may occur.

Question: How do you think the Earth Transition will start, what will happen first?

-This is a question I can not answer, because there are many variables. Your society is very vulnerable on this Planet. All your transportation technology, economics, and communications are based on your recent achievements. Not a solid basis. If your satellites are disposed of, it is enough to initiate the complete chaos. Your society back many decades from one day to another. A simple magnetic disturbance, that is generated by a solar flare or a small variation in gravity, caused by a reversal of Polarity, would cause everyone in orbit to be launched into Space at the same time. You see, your Planet is growing in diameter a little every year. The reason is that entire volcanic mass, that is expelled by its crust, was under great pressure and therefore low volume. When this material is exposed, it is at least three times its original volume. This causes the crust to increase as a whole and also decreases the internal pressure. It was this change in the Earth size will grow a little faster during a brief period of time, causing the Moon also walk away quickly to the point of equilibrium in the set. This maybe enough to disrupt the orbits of all your satellites. Besides this detail, a rapid
increase in crust produces side-effects such as: earthquake, tsunamis, atmospheric instability, which also cause the collapse of all activities of your society for a long period of adaptation. The celestial bodies, that will pass through the Solar System in these coming months, will also have a major impact on this Balance between other Planets in the System. Another variable in this equation is what governments and extremists want to do to accelerate the depopulation of entire regions, a variable totally unpredictable to us. So, this is a question, that I can not answer at any time.

End of this meeting: the light on his wrist started flashing. Wait for the next video with the forth encounter! Join our channel - You are welcome there! Captain Bill - March 2011

The rest you can watch on videos.

*******